
                                                         

  
 

ZeU Nomination of Additional Board Member 
 

-FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE- 

 

Montreal, March 19, 2019 – St-Georges Eco-Mining Corp. (CSE: SX) (OTC: SXOOF) 

(FSE: 85G1) is pleased to announce that its subsidiary, ZeU Crypto Networks Inc., has engaged 

the services of Doctor Fenglian Xu to serve on its board of directors and to advise the Company 

in the deployment of its blockchain technology and artificial intelligence initiatives to the 

healthcare industry. 

Dr. Fenglian (Frances) Xu is a highly experienced thought leader and innovator with over 20 

years of IT experience across various industries, including academic research in medical image 

processing, financial services, mobile networks and the health industry. She is currently a 

director of Data Health Intelligent and consulting as the Chief Scientist for the Aladdin 

Healthcare Technologies. Dr. Xu was instrumental in the delivery of the Hyperledger Composer 

Solution during her 12-year tenure at IBM.  She has a portfolio of data management, business 

analytics and machine learning experience. 

 “(…) Hyperledger Composer Blockchain program has enabled me to acquire the experience to 

identify the needs for blockchain innovation at the core of my specialties of Artificial 

Intelligence and Big Data in relation with the healthcare industry. The major leap in ZeU 

technology advancement with respect to BigData on the Blockchain caught my attention and its 

acquisition of Vn3t, which was until then on my technology watchlist, intrigued me.  Any serious 

commercially deployable Blockchain Healthcare solution will have to handle heavy load of Data 

and AI active algorithms on the chain while keeping access and clients’ files secured.  What was 

years in the future is now here with ZeU Blockchain Protocol (…)” commented Dr. Xu. 

 “(…) as we were looking to add depth and first-tier healthcare industry experience to our team, 

Frances’ (Or should we say Dr. Xu?) integration to our brain pool couldn’t have been timed 

better at this stage of our development. Our push to deploy artificial intelligence routines on our 

protocol and our dapps is now within reach with a shorter timeline.  We wish to welcome 

Frances to our team and we are thrilled to put her experience and wealth of contacts to good use 

immediately (…)” 

 

 

ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

“Frank Dumas” 

 



 

FRANK DUMAS 

DIRECTOR & COO, ST-GEORGES ECO-MINING 

PRESIDENT & CEO, ZEU CRYPTO NETWORKS. 

 

The Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility 

for the adequacy or the accuracy of the contents of this release. 

 


